
Britain needs a better 
deal from the EU
Britain and the EU:'Change, or go’
■ The EU status quo is not working for Britain - only 

a looser relationship will protect Britain's interests as 
the Eurozone integrates or disintegrates

■ Britain needs fundamental change so that we can control our borders, trade freely 
around the world and return power to Parliament to block harmful EU rules

■ Pursuing further integration against the express views of senior members of the 
Government offers the worst of all worlds

BRITAIN
The new Conservatives for Britain website launched on 12 August.
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Sign up today to support our campaign for the best deal for Britain
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Get involved...
Three ways you can help Conservatives for Britain:

1. Sign up as a supporter: at www.conservativesforbritain.org/sign-up

2. Spread the word: by sending our post-conference supporter update 
to fellow Conservatives.

3. Host a speaker event: CfB representatives will be speaking at 
Associations across the country from the autumn.
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Introducing
BRITAIN

About Conservatives for Britain

■ We take an optimistic global view of Britain, and believe we would both gain influence 
and prosper outside an unreformed EU.
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The launch of CfB was featured on the influential grassroots website ConservativeHome in June

Steve Baker MP appearing on 
the Sunday Politics on 7 June

David Campbell Bannerman MEP 
appearing on the Daily Politics 
in June

Lord Lawson, President of 
Conservatives for Britain

By Paul Goodman

| • Follow @Pau IGoodmanCH j13.7K followers |

t conservativehome
the home of conservatism

■ Established in June 2015 to support the Prime Minister's attempt to achieve 
"fundamental change" in Britain's relationship with the EU and underscore the 
renegotiation with a credible prospect of exit.

■ Our Co-Chairmen are Steve Baker MP and David Campbell Bannerman MEP. We are 
supported by over 100 Conservative MPs, half of Conservative MEPs and a significant 
number of Peers. Our supporters include:

Lord Forsyth Dr Liam 
Fox MP

Owen
Paterson MP

Emma
McClarkin MEP

Anne-Marie James
Trevelyan MP Cleverly MP

A warm welcome to Conservatives for Britain
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